Functional, Stylish and Comfortable...

Arctic Fox Fifth Wheels and Travel Trailers capture all of these important considerations in every coach. All of our designs from floor plan to finish, are engineered and detailed with your traveling pleasure and convenience in mind. We know you are going to love the 2005 Arctic Fox!.. We invite you to take a look.
Northwood coaches are built to withstand off-road travel and provide you with all the comforts of home. This year's Arctic Foxes are no exception. We are constantly improving our construction methods and upgrading our interior amenities. We've added some exceptional new features to the 2005 Arctic Fox. We understand the importance of building coaches that are insulated for all weather conditions and durable enough for extended cross-country travel. That's why all Foxes have R-18 blanket insulation in the ceiling and R-7 insulation in the walls and floor. You will be protected from extreme temperatures in all seasons, that's why Arctic Fox has earned a Four Season Rating. If you're looking for year 'round comfort, choose Arctic Fox! From frame to finish, you will see the pride of workmanship reflected in our coaches.
Our structural steel chassis is designed for load capacity well beyond the weight of the coach and your belongings. Structural steel chassis frames, (C-channel smaller units and I-beam in super slide models), are engineered for superior strength and structural integrity specific to each model. Our trailers won't sag with age like many other competitors models. Exterior grade plywood floors, (not strand board), and plenty of steel cross members in the frame, provide our coaches with superior resilience and strength.

Comfortable Bedroom Suites with Queen Size Beds (most models)

All Northwood coaches have one of the highest highway safety ratings in the industry. Our durable one piece laminated hardwall surfaces are easy to maintain and are resistant to flying road debris, chips and dents. The tough diamond plate rockguard on small travel trailers and diamond plate bumper wrap, are tough, attractive and built to last. Fiberglass front and rear caps come standard on larger Fox models.
Allofour holding tanks are suspended above the insulated tank compartment. This creates an air space for proper flow of warm air from the forced air duct system. Another reason why the Arctic Fox is considered a true Four Seasons Coach.

Inside the coach, every Fox is equipped with residential style ducted floor heating with metal registers and ducted roof-top air conditioning. We also include an awning, microwave, TV antenna, enclosed & heated holding tanks, black holding tank flush system, DSI gas & electric water heater, tinted windows, spare tire group and much more. Check out the complete list of features and compare the value and you are confident that you will choose Arctic Fox.

Photos above show both standard and optional items; see dealer for specific information regarding standard and optional coach features. Photos and descriptions are representative of Arctic Fox and may differ slightly from actual production models. Northwood continuously upgrades and improves our Fox products and reserves the right to change specifications without notice. Check with your authorized dealer for latest information. Northwood Manufacturing, 59648 Downe Road, PO Box 3339, La Grande, OR 97850 (541)962-8274 - www.northwoodusa.com
NON-SLIDE TRAVEL TRAILERS

Arctic Fox 5th Wheel Floor Plans

MODEL 19B

MODEL 22H

MODEL 22GQ

MODEL 25 S

SOFA BED OPTION

FREE-STANDING DINETTE

Booth Dinette and Optional Hide-A-Bed available in all Slide Out Models

OPT. TWIN BED
Optional Twin Beds Available in Most Models

OPT. REAR SOFA

MODEL 21 5R

MODEL 23 5A

MODEL 24 5N

MODEL 26 5C

MODEL 27 5L

MODEL 28 5D

MODEL 29 5E

MODEL 29 5T

MODEL 33 5V

MODEL 34 5B

FLOOR PLAN OPTIONS

TV WALL MOUNT
WALL MOUNTED TV
MURPHY BED
TWIN BED
FOLD-UP STORAGE